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lepaige milton(2-2-91)
 
WELL IM A REALLY DIFFERENT KID.I DONT LIKE TO DO GIRL THINGS.IM MORE
OF A BOY SPORT PERSON.I AM AN WATER CARRIE AND I LIKE TO DO ANY
THING FUN
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A Life Experience
 
A life experience when a love one breacks your heart.
But instead you want let HIM/HER go at all.
A life experience when someone or poeple try their HARDEST to break you up
with the one you really LOVE.
So much to say in a life experience SESSION 1.
 
lepaige milton
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I Have A Trust
 
I have a trust issue, but it is really not a issue because i hurt so much. They say
if you talk thing will be clear, but for me things is still a big burry.I still talk and
let them out, but when i ture around they all out of  why i never open up.I try so
hard to open up, but something telling me to close it up, lock it up and never let
it  i listen to what my heart say an never let it open and keep it  IS WHY I HAVE
THIS ISSUE CALLED TRUST! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
 
lepaige milton
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Just A Lil Something
 
well my mind is racing and im slowly going crazy.
its seem like the more i try the more i fail.
everyone seems to judge me n wont let me be.
im always doing something wrong n never being treated like im grown.
i guess i have that face says plz help me im a hopeless child...... i wish i could
just run away from all my problems but what good would that really do, beside
cum back to hunt me.
lord i need your love to shine to me more then anything right now, it seem i have
no one else to help me.
no friends or family n the person that i felt will alway be there it seem that he the
one that make me feel un grown and makes me feel like im always wrong bt i no
he the wrongi no nim gone make it im strong n i have the spirt of the lord with
me n my kids...
 
lepaige milton
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Just Listen
 
U know and i know you F**k up.
There's thing i do to, but that does not mean HURT the one you LOVE.
You don't forget, but you forgive NOMATTER WHAT! ! ! ! !
I know for a fact i can't leavel you in a situation that you can't even
UNDERSTAND(SO THERE FOR LETS NOT LEAVE EACH OTHER) .
Lets ride this out nomatter WHAT! ! !
THINGS happen but you just have to deal with THEM.
YOU can't just run from them and leave them behind.
IF YOU LEAVE THEM THEN YOU LEAVE THE PERSON AND YOU IN MOST
DANGEROUS WAY AND CONDITION YOU CAN'T BE OR GO WITHOUT..........SO
JUST LISTEN
 
PART 2 COMING REAL SOON! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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My Worrie
 
As i sit here on the stair and i think and notice that i worrie too  within my heart
and my soul cry for  mind is racening, but what can i do? My spin is losening it
sorrow is having a good time seeing me  mind is all mast up from thing that
happen within my  heart is beatning more then what it should.I wonder is my life
over, i pray  many things happening, so many evil thought, throughtout my life,
but WHAT SHOULD I DO? i worrie to much, but my worrie are my problem, and i
dont want then, can i just give them to someone i love or i know or what.I DONT
WANT THEM! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! do you have problem or any  or maybe not, but i know
one thing my worrie are my problems
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